Letters to The Tech

Draft revision

To the Editor:

Congratulations to The Tech for taking the chance to print some of the things that we hold dear about loose lips, and we might expect a tighter rein on information in the future. Nevertheless it appears it will be enjoyable for all.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Michigan State’s in-laws, in-works, per and last week, turned out to be a rather wild affair. Fifteen hundred students participated in the protest, demonstrating against increasing stringency in the part of administration officials with regard to signs of afflic- tion in dormitory life. The demonstrators did more than less. They caused damages to the amount of $111 to the house in. The students turned over two potted plants, stood on furniture, knocked over lamps, and caused a painting to fall on the floor.

Possible strike

Ohio University, Athens Ohio, across a prolonged strike by non-academic employees if the athlet does not meet union demands. About 300 workers are striking in the days of check-offs and higher pay. The strikers have brought the school “close to a state of serious emergency.” Administrative personnel were being filled in on the job. The workers were demanding a reduction in rates.

Vandalism

Outhouse vandalism at Carleton College are thought by college officials to be caused by a bunch of guys with a good deal more physical energy than brains. The vandalism, which has been caused by residents of the first floor of Goodhue dormitory, is reported to have four 1M basketball teams. Incidents include the stealing of fire blankets, the unauthorized use of fire extinguishers, and the breaking of tables from floors. These and other incidents have been reported by Mrs. Lois Southworth said the vandalism is “enough to make you feel bad.”

Athletic dorm

Residents of the fourth floor of a Kansas State University dormitory were told to move out of their rooms recently to make room for Kansas State athletes. The new residents, members of the school basketball team, are being moved to new quarters at the expense of an attempt to improve the team. An assistant coach and three graduate assistants will supervise the athletes. Conference study halls and closing hours will be enforced.

Campus life

Cocks at the Institute of Technology are trying desper-ately to get rid of the bathroom glasses, washing computer image. The young ladies have tried to get rid of the Barney society which will work to “improve the male-female ratio.” It is un- clear as to whether this move raising or lowering the ratio of men to women. Whether the move is directed at men or women is unknown at this time. The girls are directing a sales pitch toward high school sororities, which are the units that are trying to plan their programs.
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